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The new underground biology complex will include laboratories and office space. It will link
biology students with chemistry and engineering students from the Barman Building.
this, and the rest should be in as the
fundraisingcampain continues,"he said.
David Brubaker,chairman of SU's
biology department, said the new
complex would be a boost the
department's morale.
"At our old home in the Garrand
By KENBENES
ManagingEditor
In a move to upgrade the condition
of the Seattle University biology
department, a new, $6.5 million
underground laboratorycomplex willbe
constructed in 1990. The structure will
be built under the land which was
cleared after the demolition of the
Marion BuildinglastSpring.
Denis Ransmeier, SU vicepresident
for finance and administration,said the
complex couldbecompleted by nextfall
quarter,dependingon how quickly SU
canreceive thepropercitybuildingcode
permits.
"We simply have to go through the
generalpermitprocess,"Ransmeiersaid.
"Things such as fire codes, handicap
access andair circulation willhave tobe
met. If there are no hang-ups we can
start work this summer."
The construction of the new
laboratories willbeanextendedprocess,
according toRansmeier.
"The first is the renovation of the
Barman Building, which will eventually
be linked to the new complex," he said.
"After this,a hole willbe dug, with the
shell of the complex to be built. This
shell will then becovered with dirt,and
a new quadrangle park,complete with a
fountain, will be put into place. Finally
comes the completion of the biology
labs."
Theproject willbe financed through
a$4 million tax-exemptbond whichhas
already been borrowed and from $2.5
million infundraising, Ransmeieradded.
"We've already raised $750,000 of
Building, we've felt kind ofsecond rate,
especially with the new buildings on
campus," he said. "The new place
allows us tohave more interaction with
chemistry students in the Barman
Building, and it also provides us with
stateof the art labs."
The new location will be complete
with more safety features, better
laboratoryequipmentand flexibleoffice
space,Brubaker added
"We hope to bring in more new
students with these features," he said.
"We're veryexcited."
Is the Shroud a hoax? SU faculty respond
No.3 (478-800)
such as to study the effects of
crucifixion or to date it. But even if it
had been dated as something from the
time of Christ, it would be hard to
prove the image on the fabric is that of
Christ."
Said one Jesuit who asked toremain
anonymous, "I'm glad the Shroud is a
hoax. Catholicism is based on a lot of
different things. A big sheet isnot one
of them."
Several other Jesuits and theology
instructors declined to comment on the
Shroud until a published scientific
report, due at the end of this month, is
released.
"We want to make sure we have all
the facts," said one Jesuit. "We don't
want to react prematurely, because the
Shroud has always been controversial.
We don't want to addanyofour own."
1350. This is approximately 1,320
yearsafter the death ofJesus.
Yet responses from the SU
community downplayedthe importance
of theShroud.
"Ivisited theShroud many yearsago
and found it very interesting," said
William Sullivan,S.J., SU president.
"I was pleased to see it,but it wouldn't
make any difference if it was dated 1350
or33. Itdoesn't make any difference in
terms of my relationship with Jesus
Christ. Idon't think relics are thekinds
of things that are the real root of our
faith."
John Topel, S.J., SU vice president
for academic affairs, said he found the
scientific process for determining the
Shroud's ageinteresting.
"It looks to me as if they've got a
fairly accurate methodology for dating
it," he said. "I'll be curious to find out
why the Shroud is imprinted like it is.
It'llbe interesting to see if it's radiation
or natural phenomena.Either way,my
devotion toChrist willbe the same."
"It's no big loss," said Karen Barta,
SU assistant professor of theology.
"Our faith is an affirmation of
something that can't be proven. To use
the Shroud as proof is a rationalistic
approach to the mysteries of the
Christian faith. But faith is something
that comes from within."
David Leigh, S.J., director of the
SU honors program, said he felt the
Shroud shouldbe looked atasapieceof
art,not as thecloth that coveredChrist.
"The Shroud is probably just one of
many devotional works of art," he said.
"It's not really a big thing in the
Catholic Church. There has always
been a lot of scientific interest in it,
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
Althoughnew studies have shown
that the Shroud of Turinmay notbe the
cloth that covered the deadbody ofJesus
of Nazereth, reaction from members of
Seattle University's faculty and
administration has been that of
indifference.
The Shroud, which has long been
one of Roman Catholicism's been
known relics, contains the imageof the
head and body of a bearded, crucified
man said to be Christ. For over six
centuries, theclothhasbeen admired by
millions as a miracle, the image
supposedly seared into the fabric when
Christ rose from the dead.
But last week, the Shroud was dated,
through the use of advanced carbon-14









Biology Complex set for 1990
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ByKELLYVANDOREN
StaffReporter
With media coverage at an all-time
high, information about the presidential
candidates and theissues surrounding the
upcoming election appear neatly




marketing?" asked Richard Young,
Ph.D., SU associate professor of
political science. Young served as a
panelist at a presentation on Monday
that addressed the presidentialcampaign
and the role of the individual in the
campaigndecision.
"This election clearly will matter,"
said Young. "Despite the lack of
charisma on the partof the candidates
and despite the vagueness in their
campaign statements, the decision made
on November 11 will have very real
implications for decades to come," he
said.
Young said he believes that not
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enough serious attention hasbeen given
to scholarly choices, and that the
campaigns are being too carefully
plannedandexecuted.
"The Bush/Quayle campaign is a
managedcampaign. Candidates are told
to keep presidential conferences to an
absolute minimum and not expose
themselves to systematic public
scrutiny. This is not only very
disturbing, but it's verydangerous," said
Young.
According to Young,Dan Quayle is a
"disturbing candidate because evidence
suggestshe waspickedfor hislooks and
personality." Because of this, Young
expects Quayle to do well in
Wednesday's vicepresidentialdebate.
"When we look at the issues that Vice
President Bush has made central to his
campaign, we seebeneath therhetoric a
rather cavalier concern for what might




professor Albers school of business,
also served on Monday's panel and
agreed with Youngabout thepackaging
ofcandidates.
"It's true that there was a lot more
vim and vigor in earlier elections,but
was theremore substance andreality? Is
itnot true that wegotaKennedyelected
solely because of television? What's
moreglitz than that?" askedKnowles.
Richard Young makes a point in the Engineering Auditorium as
his co-panel members, Connie Anthony and David Knowles, look on.
"I think every year,thecampaigns are
going to be less fun. With the
standpoint of the media, the attitude is
one of, 'I can't make a mistake.' My
advice is to look at all of the
information and search it," said
Knowles.
Knowles said the opportunity to learn
more about politicalcandidates is much
more evident than that in years past.
"You have the ability to learn more
about these people because you have
more press scrutinizing them. You
have more of the media digging into
their past and you ought to be able to
make a better decision thanyou couldin
1960 or 1964. Think about that and do
some reading," said Knowles.
"Iwould suggest that you don't even
watch the debates. If you think it'smore
valuable to watch the dabates than to
read about them later, you're crazy,"
Knowlesadded.
Knowles said he doesn't believe
economic issues will be at the heart of
the presidential decision. "Economists
would like to say, 'Vote for Dukakis
because things are bad economically.'I
think if you're talking from an
economic standpoint, and you say
Please see 'Candidates", page seven
ByVICKIESIMMONS
fltaff Reporter
Seattle University's United Way
campaign began last week amidst
controversy over a decision by the
agency to stop funding Planned
Parenthood'sabortion program.
Planned Parenthood Board Chair
Georgie Friedcnbcrgexpresseddismay at
the decision. "We are deeply troubled
that United Way has set itself up to be
perceived as 'united only if one agrees
with the Catholic way,'" Friedenberg
said. However, "We fully credit the
United Way Board with seriousand very
sincere efforts to resolve some
apparently irreconcilable differences
between Planned Parenthood and the
Catholic Church," sheadded.
InJune of 1988 the Archdiocese of
Seattle told United Way that its
participation and funding might be
withdrawn completely if United Way
fundedPlannedParenthood. According
to Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen,
United Way was not complying with
their long-standing policy against
funding abortions or any agencies that
perform them.
Many attempts were made on both
sides to reconcile the issue,but neither
for what they do and we have to be
accountable for what we do," she said.
Minto cited her group's "accountability
for our own decisions to provide these
services to women in the community
because we really believe they're
needed."
The United Way proposal last week
appeared to be only a temporary
solution to the problem. Rev. David
Jaeger, the Archdiocese representative
on the United Way Board, specified that
it was unacceptable as a long-term
solution.
In the meantime, William Sullivan,
S.J., president of Seattle University,
enclosed aletter with donation packets
to SU employees urging them to
continue giving as they have in the
past. His letter reminded employees of
United Way's service to thecommunity.
Sullivan added he believes theeffect
on campus of United Way's decision
will be substantially less than if they
had compromised their position on
fundinggroups which provideabortion
services.
He alsomade itclear that donating to
United Way "isan individual decision"
on the part of students and staff. SU's
campaign merely furnishes the
opportunity to give,he said.
proposed "purchase of servicecontract"
offered them.
Accomodation to the proposal would
mean extreme complications to
organizational life,administrative costs
and confusion to the patients, a
spokesperson said. The decline will
cost thegroup approximately $400,000
in funds,it was speculated.
Lee Minto, president of Planned
Parenthood, admitted giving up the
dollars won't be easy but said, "We are
confident that those in the community
who feel as we do about choice will
share their charitable giftsdirectly with
us."
Theloss is expected to takea toll on
patients, clinical and contraceptive
services and educational programs, a
spokesperson said. The group said it
will try to preserve the core of its
services.
Some peopleassume themoneymade
from abortion services will offset the
lost United Way dollars,Minto said.
Shecalled suchanotion "non-sensical,"
noting the reason for offering the
services is tomake it accessible to low-
income women.
Minto seemed resigned to United
Way's decision. "They're accountable
A sign in front of the bookstore
traces SU's fund-raising progress.
couldcome to common ground. United
Way was finally forced to make a
decision.
In response to United Way's decision
last Thursday, the Planned Parenthood
Board met Tuesday to evaluate the
SUprofessors discuss
'88 campaign debates
United Way moves to appease Catholics
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Gerou saidshe was told theremoval




15,but on Aug.19,Joe Gardner,
maintainance supervisor, showedup
with"wrench inhand" andsaid the gates
had toberemovedbefore the asbestos
couldberemoved. "It'skindoflike
whichcame first, thechickenor the
egg," saidGerou.
The first delayoccurred after the as-
bestos removers showed up on Aug.22.
They foundmoreasbestos than theyhad
plannedon. Thiscauseda threeday de-
lay.Gerou said, "this isnothingcom-
pared to whathas goneonhere thelast
month."
Theasbestosremovers left on Aug.
31, leaving five days untilConnolly
Center was scheduled toreopen.
Gerou saidPlant Services toldher
since the gates werealready out they
weregoing to go ahead with the instal-
lationof the new turnstiles.





Haveyou tried toenter the front door
of theConnolly Center lately? If you
have then youhaveexperienced the dis-
ruption of therenovations thathave
been goingon since Aug. IS.
Theserenovations havebeen acon-
stant sourceof frustration for Nancy
Gerou,directorofUniversity Sports.
ConnollyCenter closes downevery
year for three weeks startingin the
middleofAugustandgoingthrough the
first week in September.Thisclosing is
for Plant Services tocompleteany
clean-upandrenovations thatneed tobe
done.
According toGerou, theplan for this
year, toreplace thebulky ceiling-high
revolvinggates that formerly stood at
the entranceto thecomplex withnew
waist-high turnstiles,wassupposed to
beputoff until later in the year.
During the shut-downall that was
planned was the removalof theasbestos




ple to look atall thegood things that
weredoneon thecampus."
Hesaid, "we got through more major
projects this summer thaneverbefore."
Heapologizedfor takingon the work
at ConnollyCenter and failing toget it
done in the planned time frame.
"The lesson learnedhereis to set time
framesaroundprojects, instead of
puttingprojects intoa time frame," said
Fenn.
Fenn said theyhad separaterennova-
tions going on in the Pigott Building,
Bannon Building,Bellarmine Halland
the Administration Building,along with
ConnollyCenter.He saidall the pro-
jectswereof equalimportance, but
"whenpushcame toshoveIhad tolook
at the community and whatproject
would least severelyaffect the startof
classesand,unfortunately for Nancy,
my decision was that Connolly Center
was the one."
Fennsaid heexperiencea"domino
effect" this summer. Withall thepro-
jectsgoingon,when oneproject was
thrownoff schedule it impacted all the
projects.
Problems with supplies and the ap-
proval ofeachproject for fundingare
two things Fenn saw as obstacles.
Also acontractorhehired todoplas-
tering inPigottwent overschedule five
days saidFenn.
Fenn commended Gerouas agood
administrator. "She'sconcerned about
her facility andshe should be."
He said whathappenedthis summer
wasa "comedyof errors.Ilearned to
expectthe unexpected."





She said shelooks at therenovations
as avery positive move for the
Connolly Center.
Plant Services andPublic Safety,about
their plans. "Theysaid theycould
install a whole new system in four
working days," saidGerou, "That was
on Aug. 31and now it'sOct. 4."
She said she doesnot think therehas
beena "full-fledgedeffort"
"Iwas walking through the building,
periodically,eachandeveryday during
the shutdown," said Gerou, "andit was
rare thatIwould even seeaPlantperson




came from "unrealistic expectationsand
unrealistic goals" onthepart of Plant
Services.
She saidif shehadbeen toldby Fenn,
from the beginning,that it was going
to take twomonths to putin thenew
system,she wouldhave had them put
theoldsystemback inuntil they were
entirely ready.
Gerou stressed that she didnotblame
Fenn for all the problems.
"He is,inmy opinion,between a
rock andahardplace." She said,"I'm




by the work is that the front desk
worker has tosit at the back door where
there isnophone.
When people callConnolly Center to
make court reservations or to findout
the open hours,theygetno answer.
During the shut-down,Plant Services
managed torefinish bothbasketball
courtsand all the raquetballandsquash
courts.
The drainingandcleaningof the
pools was "like pulling teeth," said
Gerou."Ihad to hirean outsideperson
topull theplug,because Plant refused
todo it."
Fenn said,"weover-extended"our-
selves,butsaid "he wouldlike for peo-
William Sullivan,S.J., presidentof
Seattle University, and George Pierce,
Ph.D.,vicepresident forplanning, will
meet with all members of the SU
community who wish todiscuss and/or
make suggestions regarding the results
of the fall convocation.
Sullivan to meet SU community
The meeting will take place at noon
Monday, Oct. 10, in the 1891 Room
off the Marketplace inBellarmine Hall.
The fall convocation dealt with
mapping out the university's future in
conjunction with its accreditation
process.
paper,cardboard, glass, aluminum and
compost and actually recycling the
substances.
Second is educating the students,
faculty and staff as to how and why
recyclingneeds tobepart of our future.
The third part of the plan aims at
providing information about the use of
recycled goods. For instance,recycled
goods,whilerecognizedasnotbeing of
first-rate quality,arestill quitegood.
Duba, who first thought of the
recycling plan for SU, said this week
the proposal seems to have been well-
receivedby theadministration.
"It got lots of attention," she said.
"Denis Ransmeier hasnow setup a task
force to research the subject further and
get the plan into action as well as
maintainit once itis established."
Ransmeier confirmed this in an
interview last week. "We are socially
responsible and we want to set an
example to thecommunity," he said.
At this time the task force is still
researching the cost and efficiencyof the
program, Ransmeier said. He added,
"We'rehoping it willbeself-funding."
The initial cost of buying the
receptaclesandhaving thememptiedon
a regular basis needs to be taken into
consideration,he said. "However, the
school spends $60,000 annually on
having wasteremoved."
By recycling, this figure could
possiblybe reducedby half,hesaid. He
noted the money received from the
recycled materials themselves would
also contribute to theuniversity.
Bob Fenn, head of the task force to
examine recycling,said, "We have taken
steps to reduce our waste in the past.
Our janitorial department has recycled
somematerials and wehave justbought
a trash compacter."
The degenerationof the environment
is being recognized nationwide as a
major crisis. The recycling plan's
backers see their idea asa way SU can
contribute in the attempt to solve this
problem.
As Duba put it, "Jorge, one of my






started inKing County this summer by
Diana Gale, "queen" of Seattle's solid
waste department, may well have
spawned a hatching at Seattle
University.
The administration is now
considering the possibility of
instituting a program similar to the
city's. It would conserve natural
resources that have previously been
included in waste thrown away around
campus.
Students Jackie Duba, Virginia Or,
David Hawkins and Carrie Leigh got
together last year and researched the
idea.
In March this year, they submitted a
proposal to Denis Ransmeier, vice
president for finance andadministration,
onhow the university couldrealistically
establish a maximum recycling
program.
In a general statement, the proposal
stated, "It is the goal of the Recycling
Committee that Seattle University
support and implement a Maximum
RecyclingProgram university-wide by
December,1988."
The proposal went on to state that
solid waste produced by humans is
dumped in landfills that not only
occupy and pollute precious land but
emit toxic gases into the air and
endanger water tables.
Recycling involves separating usable
wastes such as paper, glass and
aluminum from unusable wastes like
plastic.
Not only does recycling reduce the
amountof waste, itreduces the amount
ofenergy needed toproduceany material
from its natural form, the proposal
stated.
For example, producing aluminum
from bauxite uses 95 percent more
energy than it takes to melt down
aluminum cans.
The proposed program would have
three parts.
The first involves obtaining bins for
3
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Judy Basker, Assistant Dean for
Admission, Willamette University
College of Law, will be on campus
Monday, October 10, 1988, 10am-spm,
to meet with interested students. Please
contact the Career Development Center
for more information.
Imagine it, the first full week of
school has passed. I'm off to a good
start. My reading is done,I've finished
the necessaryresearch at the library, and
I've gota good dealof free writing set
down in preparation for next week's
essays. Ifeel organized and, yes,
confident. The last thingIdo is pick
up a copy of the Spectator for perusal
before going to work. The first article
thatcatches my eyedeals with the ever-
controversial film, "The Last
Temptation ofChrist." Ihave not seen
the film,nor haveIread the book.
SNow imagine my surprise asIreadese cryptic quotes from Fr. Sauvain,
"Ihaven't seen the filmbecauseIthink
it's totally stupid...lt's based ona book
written by some crazy Greek who was
mad at the Catholic Church. He's
simply a drop-outCatholic whodoesn't
know a thing about Catholicism...The
film has nothing to do with scripture or
historical evidence."
What stands out in my mind is the
fact that Fr. Sauvain has not seen the
film, yethe is ready to spout out what
4
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Cautious hope as Gorbachev moves
BySTEVECLARKE
Editor
In aspeechpublished inPravda Oct.
2, 1964, Soviet Premier Nikita
Krushchev called for adrastic economic
shift from heavy defense industry to
producing more consumer goods. In
mid-October thePolitburo ousted him.
On Oct.2, 1988,newspapersaround
the world reported developments in
Moscow as Mikhail Gorbachev moved
toconsolidate powerandadd urgency to
his plans to modernize the Soviet
economy. Gorbachev, as everyone
knows, wants his country to catch up
and start producing more consumer
goods.
This time it appears the forces for
change in the Soviet Union have a
decent chance of winning the
bureaucratic war in the Kremlin. The
INF agreement reached between
ourselves and the Soviets is one
obvious sign thisis adifferentadversary
than the one we faced ten years ago.
The moves for openness and self-
criticism also seem plainly to be
reasons for hope.
Noteveryone in the West is rejoicing
over Gorbachev's political triumphs,
however. Conservative Americans,
such as columnist George Will,have
misgivings about helping the Russians
Eh up withus.i a column printed Sept. 25 helenged George Bush. "Gorbachev
wants a more efficient communism.
Do You? If so,why?"
Long before Gorbachev rose to
prominence, experts on the Soviet
Union pointed to Russia's stagnation in
technology. As Americaled the West
in revolutionary developments,
especially in computers,itbecame clear
toRussia-watchers that attitudes had to
change in the Kremlin and throughout
the U.S.S.R. or the country would
effectively fade into economic and
cultural oblivion.
What nation facing modern problems
wants to align with a system which
impedescommunication and lags behind
the rest of the world in providing
literally any serviceefficiently? Soviet
influence would wane,perhaps until the
system collapsed onitself.
Gorbachev, for all his talk of
restructure and openness,has shown no
signs of allowing oppositionparties in
the SovietUnion.
growling match with a nation whose
people we seem to get along with
wonderfully.
This all was very good stuff for anti-
Soviets to be smug about. The self-
destruction of the Soviet system would
vindicate everything they had always
said. Communism cannot work.
All the U.S. had to do was stand
back, hold onto our technology and
wait.
Then came Gorbachev, whose public
relations finesse took the West by
storm. Ifhis ideas about whipping the
historically-moribund Soviet society
didn't cause elation in the streets of
Moscow, they certainly captivated the
West.
This is an age which lacks great
leaders. No one pretends Thatcher,
Reaganor their westerncontemporaries
will be regarded by history like
Churchill, Roosevelt, DeGalle and
Ghandi,butGorbachev isdifferent
To be fair, the leaders in the West
don't face anywhere near the dramatic
challengeGorbachev faces, and itcould
be argued that adversity tests and
producesgreatleaders.
At any rate, the prospect of the
Soviet Union turning its people and
resources towards world peace is truly
an awe-inspiring notion. If that is
Gorbachev's intent and he pulls it off,
he will certainly beremembered asone
of history's great men. Most
Americans seem eagerto helphim.
Conservatives are appalled. They
warn that Gorbachev emerged from and
protects a system which allows no
organizedopposition andexploitsJews,
Eastern Europeansand the many non-
Russian nationalities which populate
the Soviet Union.
Mother Theresa doesn'tmake it to the
topof this system, Gorbachev's critics
say. Even if he really did seek the
changes he sayshe wants, they add,he
could be deposedat any time. Giving
the Russiansahelping handso they can
compete with us in the Twenty-first
Century is lunacy, this argumentgoes.
And right when we had them on the
ropes.
This conservative outlook is more
sobering asone looks at Soviet history,
bothrecentandpast.
There is, on the other hand, much
reason for going ahead and helping the
Soviets modernize. Interconnected
Letters to the editor
The prospect of Gorbachev being
unseated seems more distant today than
beforehis maneuvers last week. But a
look at Krushchev's experiencesis still
illuminating.
In June of 1957, while Krushchev
was on vacation, several members of
the Politburo tried to remove him from
power. They came very close to
succeedingbut failed after Krushchev
rushedhome andralliedhis supporters.
One of his supporters was Marshall
GcorgiZhukov,leader of thearmy.
Zhukov was said to have told the
Politburo's Central Committee he
would not permit anyone to bid for
power. This ended the affair and the
plotters were demoted into
insignificance.
Later in the year,reportedly wearyof
the power Zhukov displayed saving
Krushchev'sown neck, theSoviet leader
stripped Zhukov of his authority. The
nextserious attempt to oustKrushchev,
in1964, succeeded.
OneofGorbachev's moves last week
(while his chief rival vacationed)
involved stripping the Soviet secret
police (the KGB) of Politburo
representation. The military alsolacks
a seat in that ruling body.
Does this, with the transfer of his
chief rivals away from powerful
positions, signal that Gorbachev's
dominance is unshakable?
Not quite. There are structural
problems he must deal with in the
social,economic and political spheres
of his country.
Gorbachev faces huge forces of
inertia. It will take constant and
concertedeffort to bringhisnation "into
the modern world." If he irritates too
many people hecan alwaysbeousted.
Ido not see Gorbachev's effort as a
threat. The further along the Soviet
Union gets in joining the West, the
more interconnected webecome.
This is thechance humanity has been
waiting for. Each exchange of
information andgoodsbetween theU.S.
and the U.S.S.R. decreases the risk of
war.
RegardingSoviet repression,we stand
a much better chance of convincing
them to change if we are cooperating
with them.
We will alsobe far better equippedto
deal with our own problemsif wearen't
tragically wasting our resources in a
computers throughout theeconomy are
a must if efficiency is to be realized.
Moving vast amounts of information
would also have to be a national
priority.
These aredevelopments which make
the censorship of the Soviet past
impossible to carry out. The Soviet
people are educated, literate and
inventive. They have bootlegged
forbidden material (including Western
music) under intolerant conditions in
the past, and it seems inevitable an
information revolution would start a
process of freedom which couldnotbe
stopped.
Buthistory calls.
In 1962,Krushchev followed through
on his earlier denunciation ofStalinand
liberalized much of the arts inRussia.
Alexander Solzhenitsyn's anti-Stalinist
novel, "One Day in the Life of Ivan
Denisovich," was one item personally
orderedpublishedby Krushchev.
A period ensued where poets read
works very critical of the past to halls
filled with eager listeners. Poets and
party leaders debated in the press.
Modern artofall types flourished.
It didn't last long.
Less than a year after Solzhenitsyn's
book waspublished,Krushchev decided
the liberalization went too far. He
stoppedopendiscussion in thepressand
went so far as to call the Stalin era,
"bright, happy years of struggle and
victories,of the triumph ofCommunist
ideas." 1
If we don't help Gorbachev he will
face very tough going. If he falls we
could face disaster.
The last thing you want,especiallyin
thenuclear age,is anenemy -who thinks
that every year you are getting further
and further ahead of him. That typeof
enemy could easily reason that it is
better to be aggressive now or stand to
loseeverything.
Sure, we should keep our eye on
Gorbachev. But every day he follows
his presentcourse,the harder it will be
for him to go back on his statedplans.
Our twonations conqueredthe Nazis
the last time we were allies. What
accomplishments we can make as
partners in scientific and other ventures
is only as limited as our ability to
dream.
It is time to lend a hand. Hope has
never beenmorepromising.
Iwill not indulge in a "socio-
psychological" analysis of the white
students reasoning. However,Iwould
like to disspel one misconception.
Black Student Union-sponsored events
are open to everyone on campus. All
students can and should attend these
functions. Also, membership is not
limitedeither. Everyone andanyoneis
welcome to join.
As we all know, race should not be
an issue onthis campus.
For more information contact the








Dalrymple wasnot invalidated asa
result ofacomplaint by Weibler.
TheSpectator regretstheseerrors.
Saturday,but hardly anyone attended.
The music was good,according to the
people who did come. Yet, a vast
majority of the Seattle University
community didnot show.
We advertised inall of the halls,with
big signsand by wordofmouth. Based
on past experience, this effort should
havebeen enough tobringpeople to the
dance.However,we were still unable to
generatealargenumber ofparticipants.
My friends andIdecided to find out
why we had such a small turnout.
Apparently, movie night at the dorms
was not the reason. The main reason,
we found, why most of the Seattle
University community did not come to
"The Black Student Union" dance was a
word.When wemade thesigns and told
the peopleabout the dance, we included
the word "black." Evidently that
inclusion wasa mistake.
Most white students felt the dance
was for black students only. Many
dances have been sponsoredby other
minority clubs and organizations and
white students attended those functions
without regard to race or ethnic group.
Nevertheless,beingblack became apre-
requisite for attendanceatour party.
only can be interpreted as woefully
uninformed opinion.
Excuse me,butIthought the whole
idea of a liberal arts education was to
gather the facts,studyand contemplate
the information at hand,and thencome
to an informed conclusion. Am I
wrong? Has this school become a
UniversityofWashington extension? If
so, why amIpaying so muchmoney to
a university whose academic ideal is
dedicated to the artofcritical thinking?
Fr. Sauvain's comments smack of
censorship. As a representative of the
Jesuit community he should know
better. His remarks,Itrust, are light
years away from this school's intention.
I,of course, am just some "crazy"
junior who happens to think the ideals
of freedomof speechcombined with the
discernment of critical thinking will
prevail in the long run. Ido not feel
threatened by ideas thatdo notconform








of the trees along the west side of the
building will need to beuprooted due to
construction.
But what about the treesand shrubs
on the North, South and East side?
These are not in the way of
construction.They should stay, right?
Wrong.
According to variousSU instructors
and staff personnel, the university is
needlessly eliminating trees.
"Some people might think it's
silly," said one SU professor, "butI
think the ripping down of a tree that
took twenty years to grow is something
worthdebating."
"I can'tbelieve what they're doing,"
said one SUinstructor. "Ilike the trees
and shrubs.Iwant them to stay."
"It seems this school is run by
people who have little concern for
environment," said another SU
professor. "We pull out our trees to
make sidewalks,and we're planning to
cover the greengrass created from the
demolition of Marion Hall with a
quadrangle walkway."
Said one SU groundskeeper, "The






When youbreak down the words in
the phrase "Seattle University," two
things come to mind.
The first is Seattle. A metropolis.
Lotsand lotsofconcrete.
The secondisUniversity.
How the two words fit together is
often hard to figureout.
When youpicture theaveragecollege
campus, you imagine Cathedrals of
Learning, surrounded by walkways,
grass, and trees. Students wearing
sweatshirts and deck shoes walking
around thinkingbrilliant thoughts.
Yale, Harvard and Notre Dame.
Beautiful campuses. Lots of green
grass. Trees and shrubs everywhere.
ButSeattle University?
Well, we'vegotour buildings. Even
if the BarmanBuilding does look just a
tad better than a hideous, oversized
«But the trees and the grass and theübs. Don't these count? Maybe at
Notre Dame they do. But at SU, their
valueison anapparent decline.
Take the Barman Building, for
example. With the new constructionof
The great debate:
a Yankee Duke versus
a Texas Bush
Trees and shrubs such as these, located on the North side of the
Ilannan Building, could be uprooted for no apparent reason, according







Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to
today's presidential debate. Please help
meinwelcoming the candidates.
On your left,hailing from that great
state that brought us Chappequidick,
GovernorMichael Dukakis. TheDuke.
On your right, hailing from that
great state that brought us J.R. Ewing,
VicePresident George Bush. TheBush.
At stake: thepresidency. The topic:
issues which face the American people.
The goal: to getmore people to fall in
love with Peter Jennings.
Governor Dukakis, you have one
minute to make an opening statement
Duke: You know, my friends, we
know the score. For years I've been
running the show in Boston. Hell,my
opponent thinks he's JoeIzuzu...
Bush: Well, uh, ha ha. Old
eyebrows himself got the first big
punchline of the night..
Duke: My friends, my opponent
adores Ronald Reagannow. But that's
an easy way out..
Bush: When we took office, the
country was in shambles...
Duke: Voodoo,Itell you...
Bush: Inflation so high even a dog
couldn't find abone inhis dish...
Duke: Tax exemptions for
everyone exceptthat man whoseyoung
son wants to play little league...
Bush: Boston Harbor is so
polluted, why even a seal couldn't
swim...
Duke: Jumped out of his bomber
beforeIwouldhave...
Bush: We don't want another
Democratic war...
Duke: It's time the American
peopleknew your involvement...
Bush: Let all those ax murderers
outof prison...
Duke: In the Iran-Contra...
Bush: Hostages must come first...
Duke: A war inNicaragua-
Bush: You will raise taxes and
make us all so p00r...
Duke: The rich get richer and the
poor get poorer...
Bush: Let the whole world have
one big abortion...
Duke: Robert Redford look-alike
in the wings...
Bush: I'll support him all the
way...
Duke: He dodged the Nam, you
bigflag wrapper...
Bush: Used to be weak and now
we'restrong...
Duke: Eliminate Star Wars, you
DarthVader scum...
Bush: I've met with Mikhail and
heain't so dumb...
Duke: Where were you George
whenitall wentdown?
Bush: Just like you, know where
tobe found...
Duke: lam not that liberal,you
jerkofall trades...
Bush: Iam nota wimp...
Duke: I'm nota terrorist lover...
Bush: We must say the pledge of
allcgiencc...
Duke: You'll wreck us again just
like Ronnie....
Bush: You'll wrech us again just
like Jimmy...
Duke: Youlie so bad...
Bush: Youlie sobad...
Duke: I'd shoot you if Ithought
Quayle wasqualified-
Bush: You're easier to whip than
Ferraro...
Duke: All women hate you...
Bush: Hi,Barbara...
This concludes this presidential
debate. Now you can either sit around
andanalyze it for an hour,or youcango
eatpizza. Youdecide.
They"tore my old school down
yesterday. All that's left is a pile of
bricks. Iwish Ihad some of those
bricks. ***
Iused to enjoy acting, when it
wasn't a job. Don't get me wrong.
Acting's funand all.Imean, it'sa great
mode of self expression.It just doesn't
putthat much food on the table.***
Youknow, when you're walkingin a
crosswalk and a car almost runs you
over?It's thenyoucoulduseabrick.
Or when thosepeoplecome to your
house to sellyou something? Abrick in
the face wouldshut them up.***
You think it'seasy beinga terrorist?
Everybody always trying to get you,
shoot you,kill you, make an example
of you.Itain't no fun.
Theyall think I'ma terrorist because
Iwanna be. You really think that's the
case? Come on. Do you thinkIwanna
bring terroron people?***
If somebody gets in your way,hit
'em with abrick.
If your neighbor gives you trouble,
hit him with a brick. Then throw a
brick throughhis window.*** '
When Iwas 25,Iswore I'd quit
acting ifIdidn't make it by 30. Now
I'm31,andIdon'tknow what to think.***
If the Russians giveus trouble, we'll
dropa loadof bricks on'em.
If your car won't start, hit it with a
brick.
If your kid won't shut up, use a
brick.
♥**
Ionly do it to feed my family, and
that isn't even working outright. When
we used to have the terrorist's union,
things were good. Money was just
rollin' in. Butnow...
Ihijacked a plane the other day.
Everything was going smooth as silk
until somemaniac hitme with abrick.***
Ifanybodygives you trouble,hit 'em
witha brick.
If your teacher gives you trouble,use
abrick.Don'tbeafraid.***
If thereareanyproducers or directors
out there, I'd be happy to supply the
resume. George Fields is my agent.I
know that should impress the hell out
of you. ***
Your dog won'tbehave,useabrick.
You don't like someone,useabrick."**
Iuse to likebeinga terrorist,but not
anymore. I'm thinking about becoming
an actor.***
Trustme, it'll work. Let'suse those
bricks. ***
Yeah,Iknow. I'm not right for the
part. Just notquite what you're looking
for. ***





Liberman's work will be on display
on the third floor of thePublic Library.
If you wantto learn something, or at





TheSpectator examines theSUplanning process
TheSpectator reports on theBusBarn
TheSpectator looks at "Phone/Mail" fundraising
By KEN BENES with MISCHA
LANYON
SpectatorNews/Features
We liveinUnited States ofAmerica,
often called the greatest nation ever
assembled. For over 200 years,we have
held our own. Seldom have we been
attacked. We've won more than our
share of battles. We've won allbut one
ofour wars. We havelittle ideaof what
it's like to have our land occupiedby a
foreign army.
Wehave a lot to learn.
Last night,ConradLiberman,aman
of extraordinary talents, spoke at the
Seattle Public Library. The event was
sponsored by the Seattle University
history department.
Liberman presented his work:
sketches, drawn during the Nazi
occupation of France during the early
stages of World War 11. This is his
story.
Liberman was bom in Poland. He
and his family moved to Paris, France
when he was a small boy. He was
educated in some of thebest schools in
Paris and was ready to enter college
when the Germans invaded Poland in
1939. In a matter of months, his whole
life turned upside down. Liberman, of
Jewish parents,suddenly foundhimself
and his family in exile in his own
country.
"There was an erie atmosphere in
Paris before the occupation because
nobody knew if it was actual war or
not," said Liberman, commenting on
theperiodof "phony war" whenGerman
andFrench forces avoidedcombat due to
strongdefense lines.
OnMay 10,1940,real war came. In
aquick blow, theNazipanzerdivisions,
backedby dive-bombers,attackedaround
theFrench defensive line. Inamatterof
weeks, the Netherlands, Belgium and
France wereoccupiedbyGerman forces.
Theperiodof "occupation"began.
In Hitler's Europe, there was no
place for a Jew. It was crucial for
Liberman, along with his parents, to
avoid remaining in the part of France
under direct occupation of the German
army.
Yet before leaving for the south of
France and then Spain, Liberman
sketched the feelings of a society under
siege.
The chaos. The confusion. The
panic. Theconstant fear.
Although the sketches are simple,
they hit hard. The faces of the French.
The eyes, the partof the face that has
the most trouble hiding fear. The eyes
say it all. The faces of the German
soldiers and officers. A long way from
home. In theeyes,although victorious,
thereis fear.
Powerful scences sketched from a
time when the world turned ugly in a
proudnation.
A French family packs their
belongings into their auto. It makes
little sense, yet it is something they
must do.
Cars running out of gas along the
Frenchroads which lead south.
A German officer sits in acafe. He
looks away. Why is he in France?
Who knows?
Liberman himself driving a
motorcycle. In back sits his father, a
burly man with his important
possessions strapped to his back. The
look inhiseyes. Fear.
Liberman and his parents were
lucky. They escaped to Spain. While
there, he studied art at the Toulouse
Fine Arts School. He also became
proficient in the Spanishlanguage.
Theearlyeducation,receivedduring
a timeof war, would lead to big things.
He would go on to be a scientist,
studying medicine and researching at
the the Pastuer Institute after returning
toFrance after World Warn.
He would also become a world
traveler,spending time inIreland, India,
Japan, Southeast Asia, the Soviet
Union and the United States. In 1961,
he began to research the influence of
tabacco on health, joining the
Department of Tabacco Studies in the
Institute ofScientific Cancer Research.
Liberman has written a novel, titled
"A Hospital Near Paris." He also has
become influential in the performing
arts in thelast few years.
To this day, Liberman continues to
sketchhis versions of the world. Yet it
is his sketches of occupiedFrance that
continue to standout.
The confusion. The panic. The
despair. The shock. The brutality. The
bloodshed. The death. The fear. The
emotionless expressions. Only a few
Americans,perhaps veteransof foreign
warsorP.O.W.'s, couldunderstand this." We have so much to learn, for we've
never beenoccupiedby anenemy force.
The educational experience that is
Liberman was madepossible by the SU
history department. According to
Robert Harmon, SU professor of
history, Liberman's visit to Seattle was
made possible because of "Hungary
Remembered," a presentationonthe30
year anniversary of the Hungarian
Revolution the SU history department
puton in 1986.
"The event, which consisted of a
stage play and other functions, turned
out to be the most extensive
presentation of the Hungarian
Revolution in the world," Harmon said.
"It received national and international
reviews. The Voice of America radio
broadcast even gave attention to the
play."
Through the presentation, The SU
history department made a tie to the
Seattle Hungarian Community,
including Helen Szablya, the mother of
an SUgraduate.
Szablya knew Liberman,contacted
SU, and SU contacted Liberman. A
presentation, including a display of
original sketches,wasagreedupon. The
works were originally tobe displayedin
the Casey Building's Auditorium. But
this waschanged.
""We were not able to resolve just
where to present the display," Harmon
said. The Seattle Public Library was
chosenby an SU committee because of
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Still smoking after all these years?
But at least the advertisers in the past
pretendedto hide their message that the
statistics are without credence. Scenes
of good-looking, healthy people
puffing away in the out-of-doors
merely insinuated pictorially there was
nothing to fear from cigarettes.
This time it appears someone on
Madison Avenue decided to be more
daring.
What is sad is that, as people
casually drive by signs such as this,
the message gradually seeps in and
takes hold.
Don't just pass it by. Remember:
320,000Americans diesmoking-related
deaths each year. Who wants to
become a grim testimony to the
effectiveness ofadvertising?
Seventy-five years and stillsmokin'.
Not bad at all, considering the
statistics. The American Cancer
Society estimates 40 percentof male
smokers and 28 percent of female
smokers dieprematurely.
Smokers notonlyhave at least twice
the chance ofgettingcancer. They also
face a higher risk of falling victim to
emphysema, heart disease and lung
infection.
The president of the A.C.S.
estimates a smoker's chances of dying
as a result of smoking are worse than
one in three. Russian Roulette gives
youbetter odds than that.
Billboards hawking cigarettes have
struck many people as particularly
audacious for some time.
This billboard greets motorists driving along Denny Way towards the
Seattle Center and the waterfront.
War, art, fear andhumanperseverance





things are bad, you are stretching it,"
saidKnowles.
"There is notanything going onright
now that is wrong, and that isn'tgoing
to helpDukakis.Ithink the onlysaving
grace for Dukakis is that Quaylc is a
real mistake. With press coverageas it
is today, we knew Quayle was a dunce
just four hours after he waspicked," said
Knowles.
The third panelist,Connie Anthony,
Ph.D., associate professor of political
science,said she would urgepeople to
expose themselves to any information
available.
"WhileIagree withmuchof whatmy
two collegues have said about the way
the electoral process is proceeding in
thiselection andthe way the debates are
proceeding,Itend to think that you
should watch the debates and expose
yourself to as much information you
can getyourhands on," said Anthony.
"While the media is covering this
election in terms of personalities, and
after thelastdebate,mediacoverage was
basically on whether or not Mike
Dukakis is really presidential; you can
listen to that debate and theydo tell you
what the stand for," said Anthony. "It's
not being hidden. These two men
represent twovery different perspectives
on theinternational system," sheadded.
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WashPIRG continues SU chapter drive
If a campus chapter is established,
WashPIRG members at SU willbeable
to network with other campus chapters
like the University of Washington and
Evergreen State College, McDonald
said. Chapter members are also
represented at the state level during
lobbyingactivities,headded.
Students may contactPat McDonald
at 296-6055 to become involved in
WashPIRG or call Wendy Wendlant at








are involved in arriving atpublic policy
and the difference that theindividualcan
make,"McDonaldadded.
Students can also learn public
relations skills,learn to research issues
and translate them into public policy,
McDonald said. WashPIRG alsooffers
an internship program where students
canearncollegecredit andparticipatein
political andorganizationalprojects.
WashPIRG is a grassroots lobby
group directedand fundedby students.
Members work on environmental and
consumer rights issues, including
government and corporate
accountability.
WashPIRG members statewide are
currently working to support Initiative
97,designed to force polluters topay
for the clean-up of toxic waste sites
they create instead of passing the
expenseon to taxpayers. Initiative 97
also attempts to protect citizens from
contaminateddrinking water,according
to the initiative'sbackers.
To build a more effective
organization, campus members are
trying to increase membership, hire a
professional staff, and implement a
regular system of funding for
WashPIRG at SU, McDonald said.
Members arecurrently working with the
administration for approval on a $3 fee
to be included in each student's tuition.
Students may opt not to pay this fee
when paying their tuition under the
plan. Activities fees are currently used
to fundother clubs andservices at SU.
McDonaldcalls this the most reliable
form of funding because,"The income
isregular andallows members to worry
about organizing events, not funding
them."
In order to gain approval for the
waivable fee, a majority of students
must sign a petition supporting a
WashPIRG chapteroncampus.
Last year WashPIRG received over
2,100 signatures, McDonald said. He




Students who come to Seattle
University to shape their own futures
can also learn to shape the future of
Washington State, according to Pat
McDonald, SU campus organizer for
Washington Public Interest Research
Group(WashPIRG).
Students involved in WashPIRG
learnorganizationaland leadershipskills
working on voterregistrationandpublic
education of environmental issues,
McDonald said.
"Being involved broadens your






Edwin Weihe, Ph.D., Seattle
University associate professor of
English, is recovering well from the
quadruple heart bypass surgery he
received last Friday at University
Hospital in Seattle, said Stephen C.
Rowan, S.J., SU chair-person for the
Englishdepartment
Rowan says Weihe, 48, has known
for several months that he needed the
operation. He was hiking inMonterey,
California and felt pain in his neck,
says Rowan,and after being examined
locally,doctorsdiscoveredabuild-upof
plaque in Weihe's arteries, which can
cause high blood pressure and heart
attack.
"He didn'tknow until Tuesday Sept.
27 thathe needed surgery and doctors
said he needed it immediately," said
Rowan.
Weihe will return inJanuary.He has
beenemployedby SUsince 1972.
NEWS
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By STEVE CLARKE
Editor
If nothing is done to halt present
trends,Seattle University willenroll57
percentfewer 17-22-year-oldstudents in
1995 than itdoes today, according to an
SU study.
While strong enrollment of graduate
and older undergraduate students is
expected to helpoffset decreases in the
number of traditional-agedandCatholic
students, the report says overall
enrollment will drop nearly 9 percent
unless action is taken.
The reportmakes recommendations
regarding the trends, one of which
points to a sharp drop in the number of
black students atSU.
Vice President for Student Life
Jeremy Stringer,Ph.D., whochaired the
Clientele Forum which prepared the
report, said improvements on the
campus and in recruiting over the last
two years may already be reversing
some of the trends cited in the report.
He emphasized he feels more needs to
be done.
Stringer said competition among
local four-year colleges for younger
students will be intense at least until
shortly after 1995 when their numbers
willbegin to grow.
The report stresses the university
feels traditional-aged students,
particularly those who reside on
campus, are more likely to be affected
by the university's "growth of persons"
mission. SU should strive to increase
the number of these students and
concentrate on retaining them
throughout their college years, the
reportsaid.
Stringer said research indicates
resident students "get more outof their
college education" than commuter
students. Theyare more likely toattend
evening lectures, visit the library and
takepart in extracurricular activities,he
said.
He added that the report's
concentration on youngerand resident
students does notmean SUshould slow
down recruiting of adult and commuter
students.
"Adult learners aregoing to continue
to be a significant sub-population" on
campus, he said. "We just need to be
able to hold ontoa very strongnucleus
of traditional students and that's going
to take effort."
Stringer saidhe thinks thereare many
reasons for SU'sdecliningability in the
mid-1980s to compete effectively with
other local institutions for younger
students. "I think we were a little late
to get into the enrollment management
mode that we're innow,"Stringer said.
SU wasnotas creative with financial
aid as other independentcolleges until
just recently, he noted. He added he
feels recruitingefforts weren't targetted
to areas with the highest probability of
success.
Stringer also said SU's advertising
paled next to efforts of other private
colleges in the area. "I believe that
their publications, if laid side-by-side
next to ours in previous years, would
make ours look fairly amateurish,"he
said.
"I think all of that has been very
much reversed," Stringer said. The
One goal of the Clientele Forum is to increase SU's Catholic population.
university's recent andongoing facelift
isalso helping to reverse trends cited in
the report,he said.
"I think the attractiveness of the
campus thisFall compared to two years
ago is one of the reasons why our
enrollment has started to go back up,"
Stringer said.
He said he feels completion of SU's
master plan would go a long ways
toward making the campus more
distinctive, which he said not only
helps recruit students but helps keep
them hereas well.
Stringer saidhe feels SU doesn'thave
enough visibility in Seattle. "When I
talk to people who live five or six
blocks away and don't know where
Seattle University is," he said, "then
I'm concernedabout what we'redoing to
make ourpresence moreknown."
He said he feels the presence in the
community of William Sullivan,S.J.,
president of Seattle University, is a
positive factor, but stressed an effort
must be made to make people connect
Sullivan with the university. Stringer
added that Sullivan's position as
chairman of theGoodwill Games, to be
held in theSeattle area in 1990, should
helphighlight SU.
The Clientele Forum's report is part
of a process begun by Sullivan which
will culminate in December when the
administration presentsa plan for SU's
future to theBoardof Trustees.
The forum's recommendations for
increasing enrollment of resident and
younger students include targetting
financial aid, improving academic
advising to help retain students and
increasing support services in the areas
ofmediaandcomputerequipment.
The forum also called for a new
university center and improvementsin
the attractiveness of residence halls.
The forum made several
recommendations regarding black
enrollment, which the report said will
drop by 49 percent if present trends
continue. More financial aid dollars
should be targetted for black students
and "greatermulti-cultural sensitivity
and awareness" on campus should be
generated. Moreblack faculty and staff
should be employedat SU, the forum
stated.
Stringer emphasized the last point.
"Weneed more [black] role models,"he
said. "If we don't have more black
faculty and staff,our attempt to recruit
more black students isgoing tobe very
hollow."
Thereportalsorecommended agreater
emphasis on increasing Catholic
enrollment,calling Catholic students "a
natural constituency." Efforts should be
made to recruit students from Catholic
communities locally and in selected
national and international markets, the
reportsaid.
Stringer speculated SU enrollment
could increase from its presentnumber
of approximately 4300 if the
recommendations are followed.
"We easily have a capacity for 5000
students at SU," he said. "I think we
need to be aggressively pvcvnlng
different typesof students."
Stringer cited plans in the report to
expandgraduate programs and services
for non-traditional-aged students in
addition to moves aimed at recruiting
youngerundergraduates.
"I think one of our strengths
educationally is our homogeneity...lt
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tAmong the 100,000 or so peopleitching the opening ceremonies of theimmer Olympics in Seoul, South
Korea, was William Sullivan, S.J.,
presidentof SeattleUniversity.
"I was there in my capacity as the
chairman of the Seattle Organizing
Committee for the Goodwill Games,"
he said. The Games will be held in
Seattle from July20 to early August of
Suttivan'arrived in Seoul Sept. 16 to
study South Korea's approach to putting
on the event and to talk with people
regardingplans for Seattle's games, he
said.
Sullivan remarkedhe was astounded
at the way the SouthKoreans were able
to organize the Olympics. "It's
absolutelyphenomenal,"he said.
He noted eight years went into the
preparations, which included building
roads, bridges and new facilities to
house the various events.
Sullivan said he wondered whether
preparations "in that style are possible
any place but with a totalitarian
government."
The 1984 Summer Olympic Games
in Los Angeles were put together with
much less government intervention,
€van observed.s Angeles used existing facilities,i g by corporate sponsors and
extensive use of volunteers,he said,
adding Seattle's Goodwill Games
committee plans to use that example as
amodel.
"In away theSeoul Olympics werea
sortofa throwback toanolderOlympic
model where the government does just
about everything in the preparations,"
he said.
Such an approach is out of the
question anymore in the U.S., Sullivan
said.
"There's no way in the world that you
could pay $3 billion inpublic funds" in
this country for suchan event,henoted.
-Sullivan called the trip an
extraordinary experience. He said he
was particularly impressed with the
fningceremonies.They had 16,000 people out on thedfor that finale,"herecalled. "There
comes a point at which all those
individuals become a sortofa common
body and they almost become an
organism."
Sullivan addedhe didn't think such a





to prepare for 1990
*r. Sullivan and Carla Krickson, SU conference coordinator and
residence director, enjoy the picnic following the Mass of the
Holy Spirit Sept. 28.
By TERRYJ.ONUSTACK
Staff Reporter
Class registration at Seattle
University will change drastically this
November when the registrar's office
unveils its new "Touch O' Class"
registration system.
The new system eliminates nearly all
in-person registration. Students will
instead call in their class selections to a
computerusing a touch-tone phone.
"It's the wave of the future,"
according to Dannette Sullivan of the
registrar's office. Sullivan predictsall
major universities will switch to touch-
toneregistration within the next five to
10 years.
"We areon the cuttingedge of a new
technology," she said.
Touch O1O1Class will be simple to
use,according to Sullivan.
Students will still be required to see
anacademic advisor, who will approve
their class selections and phone in a
restriction lift to the system.
"If the advisor doesn'tphone Touch
O' Class and remove the student's
restriction, they will be unable to
register," saidSullivan.
After the advisor lifts the restriction,
students will be able to phone the
system during their assigned class time
toregister,Sullivanexplained.
"The priority registration system will
still be protected," assured Sullivan,
"because the system will only allow
students to registerafter the beginning
of their class's scheduled time."
After hearing a short series of
instructions, students will punch in
their identification number and a five-
digitcoursereference number.
"Students will be able to tell right
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away whether they are enrolled in the
class or if it is full," Sullivan said.
Confirmation paperwork will later be
sent to the studentby mail.
"We are committed to offering
convenient services to the SU
population," Sullivan said.
SU will actasa model school for the
1776 Company's touch-tone registration
system. The company offered the
system to SU ata minimal cost.
"We're basically getting a $100,000
system asagift," according toSullivan.
The 1776Companyevaluated SUand
its population's needs to choose an
appropriate system,she said.
Sullivan said phone lines are being
installed to handle the system'suse.
"Naturally, there is no guaranteethat
students won't geta busy signal,but we
believe there will be enough lines for
our needs," she said.
Walk-through registration will still
be required for independentstudy courses
which need titles and instructor names
for recordkeeping purposes, Sullivan
added.
An academic advisors' workshopwill
be held Oct. 19 for faculty members
who need to learn their role in using
Touch O'Class.
The registrar's office plans to have
demonstration sites on campus as
November nears to give students a
chance to familiarize themselves with
the new system before winter quarter
registration begins.
"There will be a widespread
promotion campaign between now and
registration onNov. 13," Sullivan said.
She noted the system's name was
suggested by Linda Kelly of the
admissions office in a contest held last
spring.
effectively in the U.S. Our sense of
individuality tends to prevail over our
senseofcommunity, he said.
South Korea's totalitarian government
is already starting to change, Sullivan
said, in spite of the very deep rootshe
sees in their culture.
"I think that what will change
[South] Korea eventually is free
enterprise," he said. "I think there's a
realinherent contradiction between free
enterpriseand totalitarianism."
Sullivan said the trip gave him an
opportunity to meet with many people
he will work with concerning the
Goodwill Games. He had a series of
meetings with representatives of the
Turner Broadcasting System (TBS),
who he called, "really kind of our
partners."
While the Seattle Organizing
Committee is responsible for the proper
setting of the Games, he explained,
TBS is payinga substantial fee for the
broadcast rightsand has agreed to work
with international sports federations to
bring theathletes to Seattle.
The Turnerpeople were able to visit
with the many federations presentat the
Olympics, while Sullivan and others
from Seattle observed how the Seoul
peoplehandled logistics.
Sullivan said he was impressed by
how smoothly the South Koreans
handled their massive security
problems. Many entrances were utilized
at the stadium for the opening
ceremonies, he said, alleviating long
lines as every bag was checked andall
people went through airport-like metal
detectors.
"It was easier to get in there thanit is
to getinto the Kingdome on Sunday for
a Seahawksgame," he said.
Sullivan said half-jokingly that he
"came home with a highly-developed
sense of modesty" concerning the tasks
facing him with the GoodwillGames.
He said he feels good about the
progress beingmade inpreparation for
1990. Sullivan smiled as he related
how some people act surprised when
they read of problems cropping up
regarding the GoodwillGames.
"How could you do something that's
$80 million, 3000 athletes and 7000
volunteers and imagine that you're not
going tohave problems?" heasked.
Sullivan comparedgetting ready for
the games to a steeplechase. "I'm sure
we're going to be jumping over the last
hurdles on opening day," he said.
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to seeagain is there." He shudders.
This world he and Blum create is as
different from the run-of-the-mill
Hollywood fare as you'regoing to find,
this yearat least
Youmaynotlike whoyou find there,
but the characters areauthentic,and they
strike achord. Perhaps that isbecause,
inall their frailty and unsophistication,
theyremindus ofapieceofourselves.
he hangs the light on the mike stand
and it shines up at him, casting eery
shadows on his face as he howls and
growls theblues.
During a couple songs hepulls outa
handheld,battery-powered siren which
adds a ridiculous touch to the fragile
structure of his band's jazz
improvisations.
He even sings through a bullhorn
during asong.
Waits talks at one point about "a
"Big Time," a film which revolves
around Tom Waits' 1987 stage
performances,leads itsaudience through
a tourof America'sroots.
Waits takes on many roles as he
performshis material,butnone suggest
rjmodem age.Therearenosynthesizer sounds in the
broad cacophony created by his band.
Once the ear adjusts to the band's
dissonent but very structured scores,
raits1truegift begins toemerge.His various roles and the wild
arrangements of his music blend to
form a single image, which is
essentially that of aghost.
Between songs, director Chris Blum
interspersesscenes of Waits as a theater
tirkerwhodoes nearlyeverything. Heats the unseen patron, sells them
popcornandruns the lights.
When he sleeps, he dreams of being
the staron the stage.
kWaits "wakes" in the middle of aige littered with glowing orange andHow Plexiglas. The shadowy band
creates a zoo-like wall of sound as
Waits' character rubs his eyes before
stepping to themicrophone.
Waits' vocal style is captivating if
unorthodox. Hegrowls and shrieks,his
face contorted in pain at first and then
Cinningmockingly likeachimpanzee.He is a Southern preacher,orderingr. Devil to get back "Down in the
Hole." Next he is down and out,
singing in a scream as if to purge the
variouspoisonshe's consumed.
At one point he sings to his own
character, the theater jack-of-all-trades,
"You areinnocent whenyoudream."
Waits is always vulnerable in the
BySTEVE CLARKE
Editor
Thrilling Tom Waits is
explosive in "Big Time
different roles. Even the wisecracking
"lounge singer from hell" plays with
twisted fingers, making deformed-
looking faces as he wonders about a
signhe saw advertising "usederotica."
"Everyone here started with bad
directions," he says as he gestures
around the theater.
The atmosphere suggests a demented
carnival. Accordian music accentuates
the effect,mellowed ina weird wayby
the dissonent yet sweet notesplayedon
clarinet.
Many of Waits' roles areadaptations
of black Americans. Since the
beginning of his career in the 19705,
when he sang of late-night marathons
drinking coffee on the vinyl seats of
dreary diners, Waits has immersed
himself in the world of society's
forgotten.
It is from this world much of
American culture emerges. One can
imagine Waits travelling west on the
back of a truck in "The Grapes of
Wrath."
The characters he sings and acts
through are haunting. They do not
seem to see anything to envy in the
way modern America lives. In fact
Waitsnever acknowledges that another
lifestyle exists.
If a yuppie were to walk across the
screen in front of Waits during "Big
Time," it seems he would only smirk.
His characters have no pretentions.
They have no moreroom to dropon the
social scale and thus are, in a sense,
much freer than the restof us.
But this does not explain why the
film seems so much at times like a
nightmare.
The stage set-upand props definitely
play a part. Waits carries a
troubleshooting light on a long cordas




Singer, songwriter, Tom Walts gives a theatrical performance in the
movie "Big Time."
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Wildlife can be seen in our
own backyard
u,\*rst>iu"a airan«T personal favorites werea "MallardPair-
ArtsandEntertainmentEditor Early Wl?ter' and R<**-S^""1""""" *^'«w,i*M«M«tvt" ~~-~f because they reminded me of many
, Seattle afternoons in thepark.
As Autumn is settingin,a niceplace Other attractions at
to escape the rain is one of the many rauseum are aporcelain exhibit by Janlocal museums. Ivisited the Frye Art
Museum recently, which is walking McGregor,whorecently studiedunder a
distance from SU campus (corner of Japaneseceramic masterandpen andink
TerryandCherry)and free to thepublic. drawings by Michael Stark. Stark's
The museum shows monthly exhibits, drawings are of his experiencesin his
along with itsmain gallery ofEuropean travels to China, Japan, and the
andAmerican impressionism. U.S.S.R.
Through the month of October, the :
internationally acclaimed paintings of Concert Update
Robert Bateman are on display. The
paintings depict wildlife and scenery.
With a stroke of the brush, Bateman Judas Priest, Oct. 19, 8 pm,
makes the wild kingdom come to life. Seattle Coliseum
One passage quotes Bateman to say,
"This (hispaintings) is the wayit really Kennv Loeeins Oct 19isinnature." Youcan feel hislove for Ag /tj> gi , u . iv7
—
the wildlife, its what makes his
° Pmr
paintings come tolife. Paramount
One nice thing about this exhibit is
that beside each painting is a Midnight Oil,Oct. 31,descriptivepassage. Batsman'spersonal g pmcommentaries give insight to his r-
—̂
!
intentions behind each painting. An Paramount
excitingaspect of Bateman's paintings
are that theyareactual scenes of nature Robert Palmer, Nov. 16,
that he witnessed and was able to 8 pm,
capture that beautyand shareit withus. Paramount
One painting is of a waterfall near
Bateman'ssummer cabin. He explains :
— — —
its beauty and through his descriptive Scorpions, Oct. 12, 8 pm.
passage and painting,Icould hear the Tacoma Dome
rippling brook. Another painting,
"TigeratDawn," isapaintingofa tiger pef Leppard,Oct. 27, 8 pm
camouflaged by a tall field of yellow Tacoma Domestalks. Bateman's commentary
—
explainshow thestripes in the tiger are
parallel to the field of yellowstalks. It Michael Jackson, Oct. 31
gives the picture much more meaning Nov. 2nd.,
asthe tiger'sbeauty is revealed. Tacoma DomeIt isespecially nice tosee this artist's
work because many of his paintingsare -=ttt. p ..... -.— tt—zwildlife scenes of Vancouver, B.C.. Eddie Rabbitt, Oct. 13, 7
whereheresides withhis family. 2J__
The "Everglades" painting was my Green River Community
personal favorite. Itisa 70"by 891/2" College
painting of egrets,birds with a close













MeanyHallon the U.W. campus. The
Orchestraencourages students to attend,
sostudent tickets are two for the price
of one. On Sunday, the 16th, they will
combine theater andopera together with
two ofBach's comic operas, theCoffee
Cantata and the Peasant Cantata. It's
about ayoung girladdicted tocoffee, we
have all experienced those caffeine
cravings during late-night study
sessions.
The Seattle Symphony is well
into their 1988-89 season and on Oct.
14-15 they will perform a pops concert
at the Opera House and Oct. 17-18, a
series of Masterpiece Concerts at the
OperaHouse.
The University of Washington
SchoolofMusic also offers a season of
music. On Oct. 19th, the University
Symphony willperform,and their guest
conductor willbeRuben Gurevich.
There are no excuses now if you
are bored on a rainy afternoon, Seattle
offers avarietyofopportunities that are
funand educational.
Andof course a Shakespeareplay is
being performed. Seattle Repertory
Theatre is presenting, "The Tempest."
It willrun fromOcLl9-N0v.19.
If touring a museum or watching a
play does not appeal to you, you can
see one of Northwest finest dance
companies, The Pacific Northwest
Ballet. They will be performing,
"Romeo and Juliet" from Oct. 5-13.
The ballet company invites all students
to come with Student I.D. a half-hour
before seatingand they willreceivehalf
price tickets. That isa bargain, a $26
seat for $13! Romeo andJuliet seems
to be the theme for this fall's
entertainment. RomeoandJulietcan be
seen inaballet,an operaand aplay. At





For all those German majors.
Fine Arts majors and classical music
lovers, the Northwest Chamber
Orchestra willbe performing, "Bach by
Popular Demand" from Oct. 14-16 at
ByMONICA ALQUIST
Arts &Entertainment Editor
Students in a tight financial spotcan
still enjoy many of Seattle's artistic and
cultural offerings. The problem is
finding out about them. Seattle has
become quite a metropolis with its
growing skyscrapers and continual
downtown construction. With a
metropolis also comes culture. Seattle
is trying to gain that culture through a
talented ballet company, Pacific
Northwest Ballet, the Seattle
Symphony Orchestra,andmany theaters
rlmuseums.Some localmuseums (whichare free
to thepublic orhave a minimal charge)
are The Burke museum and the Henry
Art Gallery both located on the
University ofWashington campus.
The Burke museum is
showing a "Portrait in Time" through
Jan. 8. Photographs of the Native
American culture areby Samuel Morse,
a self-taughtamateurphotographer who
served inNeah Bay, Washington from
1897 to1903. The photographs depict
the Makah culture through "School vs.
Family," "Religious Ceremonies" and
their "Evolving Technologies." The
museum isopen sevendays a week.
»The Henry Art Gallery issplaying "Life Stories: Myth, Fiction
and History in Contemporary Art."
Works by several artists will be
exhibitedandmany willgivelectures
The Frye Art Museum is free to
the public and only walking distance
from ■ SV campus (please see
"Wildlife"). Another museum, which
offers ethnic exhibits, is the Nordic
Heritage Museum, in good ol' Ballard.
Until Nov.15, Nordic Heritage will
present "Three Contemporary Swedish
Artists" which includes silver, textiles
andceramics from Sweden.
KFor a weekend afternoon outing,sit the many art galleries in Pike
Place Market. After stopping at the
produce section of the market to buy
some fresh vegetables,you can dropby
the Pike Place Market Galleries. The
Hundredwaters Gallery, The Clay
Occasion gallery or Neo-Neon Gallery
are just a few that offer a variety of
artistic creativity and fun." . ...Another close museum to visit is
the Seattle Art Museum. Two exhibits
arerunninguntilNovember. "In Pursuit
of the Dragon: Traditions and
Transitions inMingCeramics" displays
some of the finest Chinese ceramics
from the 14th to 17th centuries.
General admission is free every
Thursday.
Also, for just one dollar you can
see the "Documents Northwest: The
PONCHO Series: Photographic
Memory Exhibition". It includes
artists from Vancouver 8.C., Portland
and the Seattle area. It focuses on the
relationship between photography and
memory. For more information call
625-8900.
The Seattle area also has many
fine actors that perform in plays from
the Greek medieval period, like
"Elcctra" at Intiman Playhouse, to
musicals such as "42nd Street", which
runs from Oct. 6-23, at Civic Light
Opera.
Evergreen Theatre Company is
staging the production of "Hair" until
Oct. 23, and looking ahead into the
November, they will present
"Godspell." The New City Theatre
(only two blocks from campus) will be
having anAnnual Playwright Festival.
11 October 6,1988/TheSpectator
Low on cash? Visit a museum
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Of course, all under Heaven was
considered his belongings, and these
goods were made of the finest quality.
This explains why a simple article of
clothing,namely a belt, was madeof a
preciousmaterial like jade.
Theburialof anEmperor was thelast
chance to show respect for him,and to
adorn him as ifhe was stillliving. He
was considered gone, and yet still
present. The final gallery, "The
Tomb," depicts whatcould be found in
an emperor's final, ornaterestingplace.
This is the most fascinating of the five
galleries.
One tomb discovered in 1974 turned
up over 7,000 life-sized figures of
warriors,dating from the third century
B.C. Another tomb turned up 500 terra
cotta warriorsand 24 horses. About six
warriors and one horse from the latter
are present here. Perhaps the most
stunning exhibit here is the jade body
suitof Princess Dou Wan. Made from
over 2,000 plaques of jade and sewn
with gold and silver thread, it was
intended topreventherbody fromdecay.
Horse & Groom, an artifact or the Tang Dynasty is one of many arts
displayed in the "Son of Heaven" exhibit at the Seattle Center.
was majestic. Every actionof his was
carefully detailed by ritual and no one
dared toquestionhisauthority.
The Son of Heaven exhibit is a five-
part journey through this world of
grandeurandpower.
A short multimedia presentation
gives historical background of the son
of Heaven, and previews how the
exhibit is laid out. After the
presentation is over, visitors walk into
the first section,"The Altar."
"Let a man be first incited by the
Classics of Poetry, then given a firm
footing by the study of ritual, and
finally perfectedbymusic," theChinese
said. This first section shows some
examples of what were used in these
rituals. Abronzealtar tableand aseries
of large bells from the sixth century
8.C., are the major highlights in the
gallery.
The table, featuring twelve legs
shaped as dragons and thirty intricate
patterns, took about five hundred years
to create. The collection of 26 bells,
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He ruled China for over two
thousand years andhis possessions are
now on view in America,almost all of
them for the first timeever.
He is theSonof Heaven.
His belongings, under the banner of
the "Son of Heaven: Imperial Arts of
China" exhibit,arecurrently on display
at the Seattle Center Flag Pavilion
Plaza.
The exhibit,which presents over 200
works, is the most comprehensive art
collection from China since 1949.
Four outof every five works shown are
on their maiden voyage outside the
Great Wall,and 92percent have never
been viewed by American eyesbefore.
Those American eyes will belongonly
to those in Seattle and Columbus,
Ohio; the only two stops in this
country.
The Son of Heaven was the title
given to the emperors of China from
the third century B.C.until 1911, when
thelastemperor died;aperiod spanning
about 2,200 years. Heaven, to the
Chinese, was the most powerful, most
divine entity in the Universe,and the
emperor was considered a part of
Heaven,its son on Earth.
Due to this status, he was
unquestionably themostgrand figure in
China, if not the world. Every
expressionhad to be on a scale much
larger than usual. Everythingheowned
ByMIKELIGOT
StaffReporter
The most grand figure in China's
history comes to Seattle
which could produce different tones
depending upon what part of the bells
werestruck,servedasaccompaniment at
religious ceremonies and entertainment
atbanquets.
"The Outer Court," the focus of the
second gallery, was the center of all
power in China. When the Son of
Heavenentered theOuter Court,hehad
to appear majestic, larger than life.
Featured in this gallery was the lavish
clothing and accessories used for his
appearancesashead of state.
A large scrollexhibited in thegallery
showedhow his opulence traveled with
him when he headed for foreign
boundaries. An entourage of 3,766
people surrounded him in transport.
Understandably, the scroll is 57 feet
long.
The Son of Heaven was a moral
authority as wellasan emperor,and the
third gallery, "The Temple," is devoted
to the religious functions of China.
Buddhist paintings and eighth-century
sculptures are the primary focus here,
although Confucianism and Taoism
werealso taught in the temples.
An important section of this gallery
describes the Bao'enTemple Pagoda at
Nanjing,oneof the "seven wonders of
the world." It was a 260-foot octagon
structure. Unfortunately, the pagoda
crumbled in 1856, and is now a
collection of bricks and tile.
TheSonof Heaven alsohadaprivate
life,and the fourth gallery, "The Inner
Court," shows his personal belongings.
andhis Beatledays.
Most of the film of theFab Fourhas
been seen in other anthologies, but
"Imagine" offers a condensed editing
which does a fine job of capturing
"BeatleJohn."
One scene this reviewer had never
seen was a psychedelic "video" of
"Strawberry HillsForever."
The second half of the film traces
activities Lennon and Ono embarked
upon after the Beatles split up. The




In these scenes Lennon's humor is in
full force. He and Ono appear at one
press conference in a large, white bag,
explaining to the reporters they want
their wordslistened to.
One of the reporters doesn't get it.
"But how long is your hair?" he asks,
hisnotepadat the ready.
"You'll have to guess now, won't
you?"Lennon teases.
Much of this footageprobably strikes
many youngerpeopleasodd, tosay the
least. Who would possibly care how
long his hair was? And why would
over a scoreof newspeople flock to see
and mock Lennon and his wife at
another press conference as they sat
around in bed talking politics, of all
things?
Youwouldhave to havebeen there.
TheLennons wereauniquecouple for
an unique time. As silly as many of
their antics were, the pair generated
more passion,both pro and con, than
one would today think possible.
In fact, tomorrownightmany people
will line up outside theaters to see
whether Ono was reallya domineering
witch or a loving,misunderstood wife.
Or whether Lennon wasa brave soldier
for peace or a pathetic junkie obsessed
withhis weight.
Most who have followed this couple
for years probably suspect the truth lies
somewhere between all the published
versions of their life together.
That Ono released the footage to the
filmakers,even though they claim they
were given total artistic license, will
suggest to somea whitewash.
Butin theend,when the camera scans
after his death the tens of thousandsof
people tearfully holding candles inNew
York's Central Park and singing, "All
YouNeed isLove," such questions fade
to insignificance.
Here was a man with a beautiful
voiceandamessageof peace.
"Imagine"captures that.
Fans can seek the true
JohnLennon in"Imagine
"
Ijohn Lennon with his youngest son, Scan in 1980.
BySTEVE CLARKE
Editor
There are at least two ways to view
"Imagine: John Lennon," which opens
tomorrow at various theaters around
Seattle.
One way is to buy your popcorn and
sit down to enjoy fine singing and
wonderful melodies from one of pop
music's masters. The film will not
disappoint you,and you'll be treated as
well toLennon's immeasurablecharm.
Another way to look at "Imagine" is
to try to figure out whoJohn Lennon
really was. Lennon admitted that once
hemade a game ofinventing stories for
interviewers,and when one considers
the various biographies about him, it
becomes clear the nature of his
personality is very much up in theair.
The latest biography, by Albert
Goldman, paints a picture of an
anorexic heroinaddict. "LovingJohn,"
written several years after his death by
former mistress May Pang (chosen for
Lennon, according to all accounts,by
Yoko Ono herself), describes a man
almost eerily ledaroundbyhis wife.
And Ono's own version of events,
portrayed in a made-for-TV movie
broadcast a couple years ago, leads
viewers to believe John and Yoko were
just a couple misunderstood kids in
love.
So when news spread that Ono had
released Lennon's private collection of
film and planned to release it on the
anniversary of his 48th birthday, those
who followed his career took note.
After all,noone takes home movies
the way this couple did. These are not
scratchy old shots with glitches in the
soundtrack. The Lennons had the
means and recorded on professional
equipmentmuch of their studio,private
andpublic lives.
The footage of Lennon making the
album, "Imagine," takes up a
significant portion of the film. This
alone makes seeing the movie a must
for anyLennon fan.
His voice soars, crisp and clear.
Watching Lennon's eyemotions as he
considers his ongoing inflections sends
chills up the spine.
There is a studio scene where an
impatientLennonbarks unreasonablyat
the sound engineer in the booth, who
also mustcontend with Onoat his side
making soft-spoken but adamant
suggestions.
Inbetween these studio scenesIn the
first half of the picture are segments
looking at Lennon's years growing up
New cheerleaders fired
up for SU sports
Seattle University is taking the next
step towards more fan support at
athletic events.
Last year,SU studentsPhontel Webb
and Laura Jones took it upon them-
selves to not only raise school spirit
but to form an activity for students in-
terested in dance,gymnastics and drill
team.
They went to Nancy Gerou, director
of UniversitySports,andpresentedtheir
ideafor acheerleadingsquad.
Geroushowed interest in the idea and
helped thewomen getitapproved.
Bronwyn Eaton, administrative sec-
retaryofUniversity Sports,accepted the
position of advisor for the cheerleading
squad
"We would like to generate school
supportfor theathletes," saidWebb
Aclinic was heldSaturday,Oct. 1 for
students interested in being a SU




Last year seven ladies werepicked to
be cheerleaders and six or seven more
willbepicked this year.
Webb saidcheerleaders willbepicked
by a panel of judges including the
women's and men's basketball teams'
captainsand Eaton,among others.
The cheerleaders will be chosen for
appearance, techniqueandrhythm. They
willbegivena danceroutineinadvance
which they willdo for the judges.Webb
said each cheerleadinghopeful will be
given the words to a cheer and they
must make up the movementsto it.
She said there will be four or five
two-hour practices a week after the
cheerleaders arepickedup.
Aerobic classes and gymnastic in-
structions willalsobe incorporated into
the training.
"We hope to come back from
Christmas break ready to go," said
Webb.
Webb stressed that the squad is not
just for women. She said two men
showed up for the clinic and she








Women's soccer vs.Oregon StateUniversity
1:00 p.m. home
Women's soccer vs.Whitman College 2:00p.m.
home
Women's soccer vs. Simon Fraser 3:30 p.m.
home
neart."
RonCarter, UW soccer coach, said,
"We saw a much more spirited team
than we usually see from Seattle
University. Seattle University's coming
on."
"Pete Fewing has made some
positivechanges,"headded.
In Bellinghamon Sunday,Oct.2,the
Chieftains lost 2-0, to the Vikings of
Western Washington in, what Fewing
called "a battle between two teams
trying to rebuild."
The Vikings scored at the 18-minute
mark and againat the 25-minute mark
of the first half, but the Chieftain
defense managed to bounce back and
hold the Vikings scoreless for the rest
of the game.
Senior, Ben Johnson,said, "we have
trouble finishing."
Fewingexpressedhapiness in the way
SU was moving the ball and running
their plays. He said the offense "is
producingmore shots."
Fewingcommended the play of Ben
Johnson. "He played his best game of
the season."
"Kevin Ehlers must have saved six
one-on-ones,"Fewing said commending
his goalkeeper for his defense.
Fewing said his forwards, Danny
McKayand TerryEdwards worked hard
andhadasolidgame.
On defense he said freshman, Erik
Anderson, shined, but said SU is
missing thepresenceof Eric Skov,who




An improved Seattle University
men's soccer team was unable to gain a
victory against the University of
Washington or Western Washington
thispast week.
At home, on Friday, Sept. 30,
against the division one Huskies, the
Chieftains,on their way to a 4-0 loss,
were unable to hold off a powerfulful
offensive attack by University of
Washington forward Glenn Howell.
Howell scored agoal at the two-minute
mark of the first half. The goal was
assistedbyEddieHenderson.
Twelve minutes later Dan Oliver
assisted Howell for his second goal of
thegame.
Henderson finishedoff thescoring for
the first half when he scored at the 30-
minutemark.
A shaky Chieftain team started the
secondhalf,but was quickly sparkedby
the outstanding play of goalkeeper
Kevin Ehlers. Ehlers had five one-on-
one saves,as the Chieftains showed the
Huskies they were not going to give
up.
Precision ball movement and an
agressive defense surprised the Huskies
and held them scoreless until the 25-
minute mark when Chad Crithfield,of
UW, got in close for the final goal of
the game.
Peter Fewing,SU soccer coach, said
he was pleased with the play of his
team. "We'replayingmuch better," said
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Timnit Ghermay moves the ball against Central Washington
Women's soccer ties
second game of year
The action on Sunday was intense.
At11:30 theIslandersbegan their game




The first play after the Islander kick-
off Schlappy'squarterback threw apass
that was intercepted and run back for a
touchdown.
Schlappy's went to the air again
immediately after the next kick-off.
This time the pass found its man,but
hestepped out of bounds onhis way to
theend zone.
An Islander ranoff the field,crimson
drops falling from his nose. Waving
off aconcerned friend,he threw back his
head and stuffed a wad of tissue under
his nostrils.
Back on the field, Schlappy's
quarterback faked a lateral to Tracey
Mien and then tossed the ball for a
louchdown. This time a yellow flag
Uttered the field.
Sixplays into the drive a touchdown
pass put Schlappy's on the Scoreboard.
The final outcomesaw Schlappy's take
thegame from the Islanders 21-13.




Ten games are played in the
intramural season,Boylesaid. Weekend
games are allonSundaysexceptfor two
Saturday gamesOct.22 andNov.19.
A playoff series begins Dec. 1, he
added.
Last year the program hada women's
leaguemade up of five teams, Boyle
said. Only two exist now, which he
said is not enough to continue the
league.
"We're in jeopardy of losing it," he
said. Boyle encouraged anyone
interested in forminga team to callhim
at 296-6400.
Why do football enthusiasts give up
watching their favorite team on Sundays
to participate inintramural games?
"They would rather play when they
have the chance,"Boylesmiled. "In the




While theSeahawks playedin Atlanta
last Sunday,Seattle University's soccer
field came alive with the first day of
intramural football.
Players with flags attatched to belts
around their waists blocked, ran and
passed with a vigor which illicited
spirited hoots and hollers from the
spectatorson the sidelines.
The field was divided into two
sections, each containing a game.
From 9 a.m. to about 12:30 p.m. the
teams battled itout
GaryBoyle,SUintramural recreation
coordinator, explained the teams are
divided into three leagues. The Blue
Leagueis for advancedplayers,many of
whom are SU alumni. This and the
GreenLeagueplayon weekends.
The Gold league, which plays
weekdays, begins today. Game times
are 2:15 and 3:30. The Gold league
will play on Thursdaysexcept for three
Tuesdaygames.
In other Green action the 69ers
stopped theRoadwarriors 32-0 and the
FatFishbeatSuicidal Tendencies 19-0.
In the Blue division Last Year's
Champs salted the Snails 22-6, Air
Irish scrapedby theRainbow Coalition
39-38,and Not Today breezed by the
Brew Crew 40-6.
Boyle said the teams form on their
own. "It's kind of like a clique," he
said. People interested in playing can
leave their names at the intramurals
office inConnollyCenter,heexplained,
but it is up to the teams to decide
whetherornot toacceptplayers.
Last Sunday's sunny skies are not
necessarily typical of the weather
available on most of Seattle's Fall
weekends, Boyle conceded. Hs noted
that inhis two years with the program
nogames havebeencancelled.
The only conditions which would
prompt a cancellation, he said, are
electrical stormsandheavy snowfall.
SU intramural football is not injury-
free,as the bloodynosedescribed above
defense gave up three goals in fifteen
minutes.
Yet,being down 3-1 didnotstop the
Lady Chieftains. They regrouped. The
score became 3-2 as SU's Timit
Ghermay scored ona break-awaygoal.
SU wingerRachel Kirk tied the game in
the last ten minutes.
Central had an apparent game
winning goal. However, it was
disallowedbecause ofgoalie interference
on Central.
Two 10 minute overtimes were
playedand the gameendedina3-3 tie.
"Weplayeda total of 110 minutes of
soccer and75-85 minutes of that were
played well,"Ryansaid.
The fifteen minute defense break
down was the turning point of game
according toRyan. "We got frazzledand
we started playing kick ball," Ryan
explained.
SU dominated the overtime play,
however, they missed goal
opportunities,according toRyan.
"I am real proud ( refering to the
come back in the second half)- It
showed heart and determination,"Ryan
said.
Mike Dahlem's ski tip
By DAVIDSPRIGGS
StaffReporter
There are games that should have
been won. Then there are games which
could have been won.SeattleUniversity
women's soccer team tied Central
Washington University 3-3 this past
Saturday. However, they could have
won.
SU began the first half with heavy
pressureby the forwards andmidfielders.
Out of that came SU's first goal by
Ingrid Gunnestad.Itwasa20-yardshot
from the center.
The first half ended on an up note
with the Lady Chieftains ahead 1-0.
Theyalso racked up six shots on goal
as opposed to twoshotsby Central.
During half timeKathleen Ryan,SU
women's soccer coach, lauded the play
of theoffense and instructed the team to
getback ondefense.
Second half began with Central
kicking off but, the Lady Chieftains
took control of the ball. However, that
control was lost to Central. The SU
MIKE DAHLEM
,Spp.cial to the- Spectator
Exercises recently incorporated into
the United States ski team program are
called plyometrics. Plyometrics can
improve both strength and speed when
combined with a good conditioning
program.
A typical plyometric exercise is
jumping from a box on to the ground
then reboundingback onto the box as
quickly as possible. This type of
exercise will aid all skiers, from the
beginner to theprofessionalracer.
It will give the skier better speed,
control and more stability at higher
speedsandon steeperslopes.
For more information on dryland
training, call Mike Dahlem, Seattle
Universityski instructor, at 296-6400.
Before youknow it there is going to
be snow in the mountains and the ski
areas are going to be open.The time is
now toget in shape for skiing.
By doingdryland trainingprior to the
ski season, not only will it contribute
to improved, more satisfying skiing,
but you will be less susceptible to
injury.
Skiers should use a ski-specific
conditioning program to improve their
on-snow performance. The program
should include strength endurance,
flexibility, agility and quickness
exercises.
14/October 6,1988/TheSpectator
Rachel Kirk rushes to beat out a Central Washington player for the ball






A DAY IN THE LIFE OF YOUTH SERVICE
VOLUNTEERCENTER OPENHOUSE pSiiSiii|
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13 4pm.-6pm Wo^^^^
UPPER STUDENT UNION BLDG \o&££^~~
THEVOLUNTEER CENTERHAS GROWN SINCELAST YEAR. IT IS
NOW LOCATED UPSTAIRSINTHESTUDENTUNIONBUILDINGIN
ROOM 207 AND210. COME ANDSEE THENEW OFFICES. MEET SUE
HOEHLER ANDHERNOW STAFF OFSTUDENTCOORDINATORS: BENES
ALDANA,MARYCLINE,TERRIHYDE,CHRISTINEMARINONIAND ;ifwfc>
CHARLENE SZUCH. THERE WILLBESLIDE SHOWS AND if^^SSS^'









EVERY TUESDAY EVENING@ 7:30
ALL STUDENTS AREINVITED
* FACT *
FRIDAY OCT. 14 6:30pm.-9:oopm.
Sign-ups @ CAC starting Mon., Oct. 10
16
/October 6,1988/TheSpectator
BpH Domino's Pizza®Welcomes YouBack To School
r— ' ABEAT THECLOCK \b JJ
MAKE YOURTIME YOURPRICE
SUNDAY through THURSDAY YOUR TIME IS YOURPRICE!
order any MEDIUMTHREE TOP- Beginning at 11:00P.M. you will
PINGPIZZA withTWO COKES pay thenormalprice of$10.95-
between thehours of9:00P.M. & with tax so, BEAT THE CLOCK
10:59 P.M. and and get a greatdeal!
Offer expires 10/09/88
Cruising for Cash WT~
"Drivers can earn $6-$8 B"Part-time &"Flexible hours anddays Ml V^"Must have car Vw" Careeradvancement opportunity Fflfl tfßl" Great secondjobopportunity mf^^^J^^^^^
Apply inperson at the locationnearest you. Otherpositions also avail-
able.
2 TOPPINGS ON, 2 DOLLARS OFF
ORDERALARGE 2 TOPPINGPIZZA
ANDGET $2.00OFF!
At Domino'sPizza®, twoon means delicious,piping hotpizzawith the
two off. When youorder a largepizza toppingsofyour choice. And when
with two topppings on it, we'll take youpresent the delivery person with
$2.00off your order! Just call andask thecoupon below,you'llreceive your
for the Two Topping Special. Less than $2.00 discount! SocallDomino's
30 minutes later,you'llbe enjoyinga Pizza®, andAvoid the NOID!
p—
— ——————— — — — — — — —
—__——_—^2 Topping Special
$2.00Off!





ILast timeIorderedapizza fromDomino'sPizza was
.Offer expires 10/09/88
Offer not valid with anyother offer. Limiteddelivery area. Our driverscarry less
than$20.00. Discount representsa$1.85 reduction in the basepriceof thepizza,
plus a.150 reduction in sales tax.
Choose from our many toppings:
pepperoni,ham, sausage, groundbeef, greenpeppers,
black olives,fresh mushrooms, onions, pineapple, tomatoes,
double cheese
Thick Crust and Coca-Cola® classic available
Capitol Hill - 322-0094
MadisonPark - 328-0102
Roanoke - 323-2280
Ifyourorder isnotdelivered within 30minutes or less,wecheerfully will take threedollars ($3.00) off the totalprice of the order.
Limiteddelivery areas.Prices includeall applicablesales lax. $20.00reasonable handling fee foreach
returnedchecJmrßCW^a^ Checl lection by WC Control. Inc. (Sl9BBDomino's Pizza.Inc.
Learning Center presents
Cl A QQUhTThT^Q Speed Reading Workshop b>LHUO Rose Saperstein, Monday, Oct.
10, 5-6:30p.m., Pigott 351. For
, _ additional information pleaseSpectacular View 5 mm. ca,, Qr b the Learningfrom campus, new 2 bedroom, Center 296 5740 P404
1 1/2 bath, deck, dishwasher,
security, parking, $520, $475,
1308 12th Aye S. 323-4897. CHILDCARE: for 6 mo. old, 3
days/week (M-W-F). Madison
Park. References, non-smok-
JOBS IN AUSTRALIA CRUISE er. 329-4037.
SHIPS Now hiring men and
women. Summer & Career TELEPHONE SALES* Make up
opportunities (will train.) to $10 hr or more. Guaranteed
Excellent pay plus world wage $5 hr- commission &
travel. Hawaii, Bahamas bonuses. High energy
Caribbean,etc. envirnmt.F/T, P/T, 284-1514.
CALL NOW! 736-7000 ext. 1035C.
Interested in Advertising? Be
$1250 Weekly Home Mailing a part of a national
Program!! Guaranteed earn- advertising competition with
ings start immediately. Free other SU students. Compete
Details. Rush self-addressed with UW, U of Oregon, WSU
stamped envelope to: 402 and other Northwest school.
Buttercup Creek S-4, Cedar NW marketing and
Park, Tx 78613. advertising firms look for
potential graduates who have
Lonely? Need a Date? Write participated in the NSAC. Call
Datetime, 2318 2nd Aye. Suite Seri McClendon for more
817, Seattle. WA 98121. information, 296-6470.
LOOKING AHEAD:
You're invited to a Multicultural Seattle University Sports presents
Awareness Workshop. The event "It's vour choice", a series of
will takeplaceon Thursday,October speakers and films about substance
20 from 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.in abuse. On Thursday,October 13 at 3
the Campion Ball Room. There will p.m. in Bannon Auditorium,Linda
bepanel and small groupdiscussion Roise,Director of Addiction Studies
to explore issues which impact our at SU, will give an overview of
ability to support an ethnically
'
substance use and abuse. Faculty,
diverse student population. A staff, students andcommunity areall
follow-up isplannedfor Wednesday, encouragedtoattend. WatchLooking
November 2 from 9 a.m. to 11 am. Aheadfor upcomingpresentations.
It is sponsored by the office of c . , ,VT . .„
Minority Student Affairs and the School ofNursing open honse will
Affirmative Action Office. Because
** on Monday, October 17 from 3
space is limited, call the Personnel Pm
- t0 4 P m- in the RoS8e
Office at 296-5870 as soon as Auditorium of the Gene E. Lynn
possible. Building. All nursing students are
invited and refreshments will beJoin the Writer's Club! All interested provided.
students are invited to meet today at
1:30 p.m. in the English Bread and soup gathering. Bring aDepartment, fifth floor Casey Hall. F
" * , .6l 6
Its purpose is to support campus of *"P.«" bread, a cup, orcreativVwritingwith workshop type Just yQl!rself «* *hare a Tf axinS
discussion and constructive Ume wuh US at thePeace amiJustice
criticism. The clubs advisor is Center. Fridays from noon to 2 p.m.
Kenneth MacLean of the English {? r.°?m 2
" o( Student Umon
Department. Building, startingtomorrow.„., .. ,. inoo Work on your volleyball skills ataMaking sense of the I9 88 clinic on Tuesday,October11, attheElection. Former WhiteHouse aide soafh court mConnolly Center from
andColorado Collegeprofessor Tom 6pm t0 9 pm It wiu coverCronin will speak on the "88 fundamentals of setting, passing,election, tonight at 7 p.m. inPigott hitting serving. Steve SuttichAuditorium He is author of the Merja Connelly> United statesbook The State of the Presidency Volleyball All-Americans, andandhas appearedas aguestpolitical Genne T a four.year starter atanalyst on CNN,Nightline and Late ±e University of Washington willNight America.Admission is $2. eK
See a slide presentation on Peru by
Dr. Marinoni on Wednesday, Hui Q'Nanj presents "Pure Energy"
October 19 at noon in the Library on Friday,October 7, from 9 p.m.
Auditorium. There will also be an to 1 a.m. in the Chieftain,
introduction to Seattle University's Admission is $2 generaland $1 for
French-in-France and German-in- Hawaiian Clubmembers. Members
Austria programs. Everyone is must pay dues of $6 to get the
invited toattend. special rate.Come jointhe fun!
The Evergreen Stroke Association's First Pre-Health ClubMeeting for all
Young Adult Chapter will be interested students is on Wednesday,
meeting on Saturday, October 15 in October 12 at noon in Garrand 117.
the auditorium of the Gene E.Lynn On Wednesday, October 19, a
building. Don McGaffin, a stroke representative from the California
survivorandbroadcast columnist for College of Podiatric Medicine will
KCTS will beaguest speaker. speak to theclub.
